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Abstract

Chemical composition, size, and mixing state of atmospheric particles are critical in determining their effects on the environment. There is growing evidence that soot aerosols play a particularly important role in both climate and human health, but still relatively little is known of their physical and chemical nature. In addition, the atmospheric residence times and removal mechanisms for soot are neither well understood nor adequately represented in regional and global climate models. To investigate the effect of locality and residence time on properties of soot and mixing state in a polluted urban environment, particles of diameter 0.2–2.0 µm were collected in the Mexico City Metropolitan Area (MCMA) during the MCMA-2003 field campaign from various sites within the city. Individual particle analysis by different electron microscopy methods coupled with energy dispersed X-ray spectroscopy, and secondary ionization mass spectrometry show that freshly-emitted soot particles become rapidly processed in the MCMA. Whereas fresh particulate emissions from mixed-traffic are almost entirely carbonaceous, consisting of soot aggregates with liquid coatings suggestive of unburned lubricating oil and water, ambient soot particles which have been processed for less than a few hours are heavily internally mixed, primarily with ammonium sulfate. Single particle analysis suggests that this mixing occurs through several mechanisms that require further investigation. In light of previously published results, the internally-mixed nature of processed soot particles is expected to affect heterogeneous chemistry on the soot surface, including interaction with water during wet-removal.

1. Introduction

Aerosols are important atmospheric constituents on local, regional and global scales. Exposure to particulate matter is correlated with increased human mortality (Dockery et al., 1993; Borja-Aburto et al., 1998; Pope et al., 2002; Evans et al., 2002), and particles influence the Earth’s planetary albedo through direct and indirect climate effects.
Large variability in both aerosol emission sources and the chemical composition of individual particles introduces considerable uncertainty in assessing these effects (IPCC, 2001).

Soot particles warrant special attention because of their long-range transport (Ramamathan et al., 2001; Rosen et al., 1981), complex role in climate (Ackerman et al., 2000), and large surface area that may facilitate heterogeneous reactions (Chughtai et al., 2002). Despite an immediate need to better quantify the lifetime of soot in the atmosphere, relatively little is currently understood regarding the processing of soot in the atmosphere, particularly in urban environments. An understanding of soot processing, including kinetics, is particularly important since the properties of soot particles may be significantly changed by their interaction with gaseous species such as NOy, O$_3$, OH, and by mixing with other aerosols such as inorganic sulfates and nitrates.

Numerous studies have investigated heterogeneous reactions on a soot surface in a simulated polluted environment (e.g. Chughtai et al., 1993, 1994, 2003; Aubin et al., 2003; Ammann et al., 1998; Disselkamp et al., 2000; Kamm et al., 1999). Soot particles are largely composed of black carbon (BC) and are generally very hydrophobic, but they may become hydrophilic through physical and/or chemical changes that occur during atmospheric aging. Oxidation by gaseous NOx, O$_3$, and OH has shown to lead to the formation of polar surface groups that can attract and retain water and therefore allow soot to become hydrophilic (Decesari et al., 2002; Chughtai et al., 1999; Zuberi et al., 2005). Soot particles may also become more hydrophilic through coalescence with, or condensation of, soluble inorganic or organic compounds such as sulfates, nitrates, and organic acids (Saathoff et al., 2003; Schnaiter et al., 2003; Kotzick et al., 1999). Estimates for the atmospheric lifetime of BC or soot depend on the hydrophobic to hydrophilic time-scales that are assumed (Chung and Seinfeld, 2002; Reddy and Boucher, 2004; Koch, 2001; Cooke and Wilson, 1996; Barth and Church, 1995; Liousse et al., 1996). For example, a sensitivity analysis for BC hydrophilicity done by Cooke and Wilson showed a range of 6 to 10 days.

Soot and sulfate make up a substantial fraction of tropospheric aerosol in both urban
and remote/rural areas and are known to become mixed (Barth and Church, 1995; Ramanathan et al., 2001; Clarke et al., 1997; Pósfai et al., 1999; Mallet et al., 2004; Hasegawa and Ohta, 2004). The nature of this mixing – external vs. internal – has been shown to dictate the radiative effects of mixed soot/sulfate particles (Fuller et al., 1999; Jacobson, 2001; Schnaiter et al., 2003; Lesins et al., 2002; Jacobson, 2000). Understanding the nature of mixed soot particles, including their physical, chemical and optical properties is essential in determining the role of soot in the atmosphere. Specifically, the extent to which processing causes soot particles to become hydrophilic is important in evaluating their susceptibility for washout, and hence their lifetimes. In this manuscript, we present the results of the microanalyses of individual particles collected in the Mexico City Metropolitan Area (MCMA) during the MCMA-2003 Field Campaign to illustrate the effects of atmospheric processing on freshly emitted soot particles.

2. Experimental

Methods of electron microscopy are effective and direct tools for studying composition and morphology of atmospheric particles. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) with X-ray analysis provide detailed information on the nature of individual particles. Computer-Controlled Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersed analysis of X-rays (CCSEM/EDX) has been developed in order to gain a wealth of information on thousands of particles by avoiding labor-intensive manual analysis (Cassucio et al., 1983; Schwoeble et al., 1984; Germani and Buseck, 1991) For single particle microscopy studies, the Time Resolved Aerosol Collector (TRAC) is a simple and efficient means of collecting and cataloguing atmospheric samples in a time-resolved fashion (Laskin et al., 2003).

Two newly designed, compact TRAC devices (Laskin et al., 2005a) were employed during MCMA-2003. The first TRAC was installed at the Centro Nacional de Investigación y Capacitación Ambiental (CENICA), the MCMA-2003 Supersite located in
the southeast MCMA. The second TRAC was placed on board the Aerodyne Mobile Laboratory (AML) during various in-city emissions characterization experiments.Collections at CENICA were made continuously during the campaign whereas the AML samples were collected at specific times and locations within the MCMA. Aerosol inlet flows for both TRAC instruments were maintained at approximately 0.8 L/min with sampling intervals of 15 and 5 min for CENICA and AML, respectively. Particles were dried to 20% relative humidity at CENICA prior to collection. The sample substrates were Cu 400 mesh TEM grids covered with thin Carbon Type-B films (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA). Particle samples were analyzed at the Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory (EMSL) located at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) immediately following the campaign. A FEI XL30 digital field emission gun Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope equipped with EDX microanalysis spectrometer (EDAX, Inc.) were used for CCSEM/EDX and SEM/EDX analysis. Specific details on the CCSEM/EDX analysis over particles collected on the filmed grids are published elsewhere (Laskin et al., 2001, 2003, 2005a). TEM studies utilized a high resolution JEOL JEF 2010F microscope operating at 200 keV. The images were recorded digitally with a slow scan charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) analysis was done with a Physical Electronics TRIFT II instrument utilizing an unbunched 25 kV Ga\(^+\) primary ion beam. An area measuring 50 \(\mu\)m \(\times\) 50 \(\mu\)m was sputtered using a 60 pA DC beam for 120 s (for a total dose of \(2\times10^{15}\) ions/cm\(^2\), or just enough to leave the static limit (Vickerman and Briggs, 2001) to remove slight polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) contamination. A pulsed beam under otherwise identical conditions was used for analysis. The edges of the sputter crater are visible in the images, which allows definitive alignment of the negative and positive images.
3. MCMA and particle sampling sites

The MCMA consists of an urban area of 1500 km$^2$ in a basin surrounded by mountains to the west, south and east. The complex terrain and meteorology, and their effects on the city's considerable air pollution problem have been the subject of many studies (e.g., Molina and Molina, 2002; Whiteman et al., 2000; Fast and Zhong, 1998; Raga et al., 1999). The MCMA houses a population of nearly 20 million residents and a fleet of 3.5 million vehicles including older-model taxis and microbuses (“colectivos”) poorly equipped for emissions control. The transportation sector is a major source of particulate pollution, including soot (Molina and Molina, 2002).

In this study, three sampling sites were chosen to examine the evolution of traffic-emitted particulates in the urban environment of the MCMA:

1. Fresh city traffic particulate emissions. Vehicle exhaust plumes in the city center were directly sampled in order to capture freshly-emitted particles with minimal residence time prior to collection.

2. La Merced market area. La Merced is a large and congested market near downtown Mexico City selling a variety of food and household items. Major roads are within several hundred meters of the collection site. A small percentage of soot particles sampled at this site could be attributed to fresh emissions from vehicles passing near the collection device. However, the majority of particles collected near La Merced were most likely processed with less than a few hours residence time in the atmosphere.

3. CENICA site. CENICA is located in a mixed commercial-residential area with relatively few industries or congested road networks, and was thus assumed to be representative of ambient urban conditions. It is 8.8 km southeast from La Merced, and 2 km south from a large food market (Central de Abastos) that is frequented by delivery trucks, particularly in the early morning. An analysis of the meteorological patterns during the collection period shows that particles were...
transported to CENICA in air masses coming predominantly from the north (de Foy et al., 2005). In the absence of any major non-traffic soot source in the immediate neighborhood, soot particles collected at CENICA were assumed to be traffic related and to have originated primarily near the downtown area. Ambient particles were expected to have had the longest residence time of the three types of samples studied here, reflecting the maximum extent of particle processing in the urban environment.

Figure 1 shows the locations of La Merced and CENICA inside the MCMA.

4. Results

CCSEM/EDX, SEM and TEM analyses confirmed that carbonaceous particles and soot were major components of MCMA aerosol concentration in the accumulation mode (0.2–2.0 µm). However, the physical and chemical characteristics of the individual particles observed in the analyzed samples depended strongly upon their local environments.

4.0.1. Fresh particulate emissions from downtown traffic

The AML was equipped with gas inlets that allowed for mobile sampling from different locations within and surrounding the MCMA. In “chase mode”, the AML followed a target vehicle to characterize its emissions in real time (Canagaratna et al., 2004). A video camera on board provided a visual record of the vehicles sampled, which for the discussion here consisted mostly of taxis and “colectivos”. For these studies we did not attempt to investigate the particles emitted by individual vehicles, but instead sampled over a 5-min average to include a representative collection of traffic emissions.

Mixed-traffic particulate emissions consisted of soot aggregates coated with a liquid-like substance as shown by SEM in Fig. 2. This coating – apparent in the image as the darker gray substance surrounding the irregular soot aggregates – was most likely...
residue from unburned lubricating oil or fuel remaining on the emitted soot particles, and may have also included water soluble residues left on the substrate after drying in the vacuum chamber of the microscope. Sakurai et al. (2003) have shown that lubricating oil may comprise more than 95% of the volatile mass in diesel and gasoline emissions. Although this coating does not permit reporting an average particle diameter by CCSEM/EDX, closer inspection of the images reveals that mixed traffic emissions in the MCMA contained both submicron soot particles and larger aggregates ≥1 μm. This size range is consistent with studies of diesel particulate emissions by Kittelson et al. (2000).

More than 5000 individual particles were analyzed by CCSEM/EDX. In this study, we report changes in particle elemental composition using relative ratios of element weight percent with respect to that of carbon (S/C, O/C, N/C, ex.). We note that carbon signal originates both from particle itself and the thin film carbon substrate. Nevertheless, this relative approach has been proven instrumental for distinguishing mixing characteristics of field collected particles including semi-quantitative analysis of low-Z elements (C, N, O) (Cassucio et al., 2004; Hand et al., 2005; Pósfai et al., 2004; Laskin et al., 2002, 2005b).

Particulate traffic emissions in the MCMA were mostly carbonaceous with very low sulfur content. Figure 3a shows the narrow distribution and low median value of the EDX-determined S/C concentration ratio in these particles (Figs. 3b–d will be discussed in following sections). Since the very short residence time of fresh traffic particles leaves little opportunity for atmospheric processing, we believe that the sulfur detected in fresh soot particles most likely came directly from the fuel. During combustion, sulfur in gasoline or diesel fuel may be converted to sulfate in the presence of water vapor and condense on the soot particles (Shi and Harrison, 1999). Gasoline and diesel fuel at the time of this study reportedly contained a maximum of 500 to 1000 ppm and average of 100 to 650 ppm of sulfur depending on grade (PEMEX, 2003). This is only slightly higher than sulfur in the fuel used by Tobias et al. (2001) in studies of diesel particulate emissions where only few percent sulfuric acid was ob-
4.0.2. Particles collected from the La Merced market area

Particles collected near the La Merced market are visually and chemically distinguishable from freshly-emitted traffic particulates. As shown by SEM in Fig. 4, particles from the La Merced site exhibit both internal and external mixing. Soot particles in the samples have coagulated with or become entrained within other particulate matter. A small percentage of unmixed soot aggregates suggests influence of fresh emissions from traffic passing in close proximity to the sampling site. A liquid-like coating was once again observed on the particles and is visible in Fig. 4. However, the coating appeared to be less thick than observed on freshly-emitted soot particles, which may be a result of differences in particulate emissions according to vehicle type and its fuel efficiency. The majority of particles are submicron in size with an average diameter of 0.37±0.20 µm.

Nearly 75% of particles collected at La Merced contained sulfur; mixed particles also contained Si, K, Fe and Na. Sulfate inclusions on soot aggregates were observed to readily decompose under the intensity of the electron beam as noted in previous microscopy studies (Ebert et al., 2002; Li et al., 2003). Figure 3b illustrates the higher sulfur content of particles collected at La Merced and wider distribution of their S/C ratios in comparison to the fresh particulate traffic emissions.

4.0.3. Particles collected from the CENICA Supersite

SEM analysis reveals that processed soot particles in the MCMA were heavily internally mixed as shown in Fig. 5. Detailed morphological and composition analyses show that they were extremely heterogeneous and contained inclusions of S, K, and Si, as well as Fe, Na and P to a lesser extent. Figure 6 shows an example of SEM/EDX analysis of an individual soot particle. Inorganic components Si, K and S most likely originated from different sources and emphasize extensive particle mixing. Compositional analysis of
MCMA aerosol by Proton-Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) at the CENICA site confirms S, Si and K as leading inorganic elements for particles ≤ 2.5 µm (Johnson et al., 2005). Although the vacuum conditions necessary for SEM and TEM microscopy limit the detection of volatile organic, and a portion of nitrate and chloride compounds, the heavy internal mixing shown in Fig. 6 observed for the large majority of ambient particles strongly suggests that soot may be mixed with these compounds as well.

Ambient particles had relatively high sulfur content as shown in Fig. 3c where their S/C ratios follow a much wider distribution than either freshly-emitted traffic particulates or particles collected near the La Merced market. CCSEM/EDX analysis of over 32,000 particles from CENICA shows that nearly 90% contained sulfur and the average particle diameter was 0.39 ± 0.19 µm.

Ammonia measurements, and Aerosol Mass Spectrometry (AMS) indicate that aerosols were fully neutralized during the majority of the campaign (Salcedo et al., 2005). To verify that sulfur was in the form of ammonium sulfate, TOF-SIMS analysis was done to make site-specific correlations among chemical ions in the particles. Overlapping S⁻ and NH₄⁺ in Fig. 7 confirm the presence of ammonium sulfate. Si⁺ and Al⁺ indicate soil components, while K⁺ and Na⁺ suggest either biomass burning sources or salt from a dry lake bed (Moya et al., 2003). The overlap between ion pairs indicates that both components were found on the surface of the particles, which implies a degree of internal mixing. Laboratory-generated ammonium sulfate particles (average diameter 0.55 ± 0.31 µm) were also analyzed by CCSEM/EDX following the same procedure as MCMA samples to compare typical S/C values. The carbon signal detected by EDX in this sulfate control sample came only from the thin polymer substrate. Figure 3 shows that the S/C ratios of aerosol particles collected at the CENICA site (Fig. 3c) approach those measured for laboratory-generated ammonium sulfate particles (Fig. 3d), and support extensive processing of particles by ammonium

---

While the CCSEM was used to provide data over large number of particles with statistical depth, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was performed to study the internal structure and composition of individual particles of specific interest. TEM images of Fig. 8 demonstrate two characteristic types of mixed soot/sulfate particles typical for the CENICA samples. In both images, soot, labeled (a), was unaffected by analysis whereas ammonium sulfate, labeled (b), rapidly decomposed under the intensity of the electron beam leaving behind sulfur residue. Whereas image (i) shows soot with a sulfate inclusion presumably from coagulation, image (ii) reveals soot spherules entirely embedded inside the remains of a sulfate particle and suggests condensation of sulfate on aged soot particles. The latter exemplifies the shell/core model discussed by Jacobson et al. (2000), among others, in determining the optical properties of mixed soot particles which has been used to evaluate black carbon specific absorption during MCMA-2003 (Barnard et al., 2005). This important distinction in soot/sulfate mixing suggests that multiple mechanisms occur in the MCMA, consistent with previous observations of structural and compositional variation in carbonaceous particles found in urban environments (Katrinak et al., 1992; Wentzel et al., 2003).

4.1. Time resolution

One of the distinct advantages of the TRAC–CCSEM/EDX approach is the ability to study aerosol composition as a function of time (Laskin et al., 2002, 2003, 2005b; Hand, 2005). Figure 9 shows the median values of S/C, O/C and N/C ratios from EDX analysis of individual ambient particles at CENICA over the course of one day, 22 April. The ratios track one another and provide further evidence for ammonium sulfate in the mixed aerosol, as well as relatively consistent and high sulfur content in the particles.

It is worth noting that a rain event occurred in the afternoon from approximately 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. A drop in S/C, O/C and N/C ratios after the rain is consistent with preferential washout of particles with higher degree of mixing which would arguably
5. Discussion

As previously noted, the coating observed on both fresh soot and partially-processed soot is probably unburned lubricating oil remaining on the particles after their emission in vehicle exhaust and condensed water in the exhaust plume. Much of the organic particulate mass in vehicle emissions was assumed to have volatilized in the vacuum chamber prior to SEM/EDX analysis; however the images of fresh soot particles suggest that a portion of the organics and/or water soluble residues is retained or otherwise leave a footprint around the soot particles. Apparent differences in coating thickness may be related to the evaporation rate of condensed water from exhaust particles and to the effect of engine load on the volatile fraction of particulate emissions (Virtanen et al., 2004; Burtscher et al., 1998) since vehicles in the MCMA almost certainly operate under a wide range of conditions. The effect of an oil coating on the reactivity of soot, as well as the consequences on health have not been addressed and should be considered in future studies.

TEM has been used previously to investigate soot/sulfate mixing both in laboratory and field studies (Schnaiter et al., 2003; Ebert et al., 2002; Pósfai et al., 1999). The fact that we have observed sulfate either encapsulating a soot aggregate or as individual inclusions on soot suggests that multiple soot/sulfate mixing mechanisms occur in the MCMA. Two types of mixing shown by TEM analysis in Fig. 8 provide evidence for both coagulation and condensation of sulfate on soot. These processes may occur on different time-scales depending on particle concentration and the rate of sulfate formation. For example, Riemer et al. (2004) have modeled aging of soot and calculated that condensation of sulfate (as sulfuric acid) dominates during the day whereas coagulation is favored at night, largely due to the daytime production of sulfate by OH oxidation of SO2.

In order to place our observations within context regarding particulate transport and

make them more hydrophilic.
residence time, it is important to note that MCMA pollutants are generally swept from the basin daily (Fast and Zhong, 1998; Whiteman, 2000). As such, extensive internal mixing of soot cannot be explained by multiple day accumulation that allows for gradual processing. The basin meteorology during MCMA-2003 has been studied in detail by de Foy et al. (2005), who classified days into various episodes with common circulation patterns. Most of our CENICA samples, including those featured in Fig. 3, were collected on “Cold Surge” days, when the winds came fairly consistently from the north/northwest at speeds between 1 and 4 m/s. The transport time for particles to reach CENICA from downtown areas such as La Merced would therefore range from little more than 30 min to several hours. If we assume that the majority of soot particles collected at CENICA originated from downtown traffic, consistent with the wind direction and large contribution of mobile sources to soot emissions in the MCMA, our results indicate that extensive soot processing occurs within hours. As an observation-based approximation, this should prompt more detailed laboratory studies of soot mixing times and the mechanisms involved.

The influence of environment on processing of particles and their mixing characteristics has been noted previously. Mallet et al. (2004) and Hasegawa and Ohta (2003) discuss the differences in mixing characteristics of aerosols in urban vs. rural locations, and have used their findings to suggest that urban aerosols tend to be externally mixed whereas aerosols in remote areas are more often internally mixed. They reason is that aerosols in remote areas have a longer residence time, resulting in more extensive processing. Indeed, Pósfai et al. (1999) and Clarke et al. (1997) report internal mixing of soot/sulfate particles over the South Atlantic Ocean; Pósfai et al. (1999) have estimated that 11% to 46% of sulfate aerosols there contained a soot core. Our results show that a high degree of internal mixing of aerosols is possible even in urban environments such as the MCMA. The especially large vehicle fleet in Mexico City, high particulate emissions, and enclosed topography may help rationalize this intense particle mixing.

Internal mixing with sulfate is expected to affect the lifetime of soot in the atmosphere. Freshly-emitted soot particles are initially very hydrophobic, but may become
more susceptible to removal by wet deposition once they have collected soluble components. Although the ability of soot particles to be washed out is not currently well characterized, measurements such as those by Ducret and Cachier (1992) and Sellegri et al. (2003) show substantial wet scavenging of aged carbon aerosols. Global climate models estimate a lifetime of soot of 4 to 10 days (Chung and Seinfeld, 2002; Reddy and Boucher, 2004; Koch, 2001; Cooke and Wilson, 1996; Barth and Church, 1995; Liousse et al., 1996) by making different assumptions on the time required for hydrophobic soot to become hydrophilic. For example, Chung and Seinfeld (2002) used an exponential hydrophobic soot lifetime of 1.15 days, while Cooke and Wilson (1996) assumed an arbitrary 5% conversion per 2-h time step. The extensive soot processing we have observed in the MCMA suggests that the hydrophobic lifetime of soot particles in urban environments, and hence the particles’ overall atmospheric lifetimes, may be overestimated. A shorter lifetime of soot would also impact its range of transport after emission in traffic and from other anthropogenic sources.

6. Conclusions

Atmospheric particles of diameter 0.2–2 µm were sampled in the MCMA during the MCMA-2003 Field Campaign and analyzed for chemical composition, size, and morphology to investigate their chemical and physical characteristics. While soot particles collected in city traffic were mostly irregular aggregates with low sulfur content, ambient soot particles showed physical and chemical differences as the result of atmospheric processing. Our studies indicate that processing of soot by ammonium sulfate occurs rapidly in the MCMA leading to internally-mixed particles. By comparing the characteristics of freshly-emitted particles from traffic, partially-processed particles collected near a busy market, and ambient particles from a residential site, we estimate that extensive processing occurs within a day. CCSEM/EDX analysis of ambient particle samples shows that S/C, O/C, and N/C ratios follow one another in time suggesting the presence of ammonium sulfate, which is also confirmed by TOF-SIMS analysis. TEM
and SEM imaging with X-ray analysis shows processed soot particles in the accumulation mode that have either inorganic inclusions or are entirely encased within sulfate particles. Additional studies are needed to clarify the mechanisms of soot/sulfate mixing, as well as the susceptibility of mixed particles for removal by wet deposition. The observation of an oil coating on fresh soot particles should be examined more closely both in terms of reactivity and consequences for human health.
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Fig. 1. Topographical map showing particle sampling locations in the MCMA. La Merced is located near downtown while CENICA is located to the southeast in a mixed commercial-residential area.
Fig. 2. SEM images of freshly-emitted soot particles collected in city traffic. The darker areas around the soot aggregates suggest a coating of unburned fuel or lubricating oil.
Fig. 3. Normalized distribution of S/C ratios from CCSEM/EDX analysis of MCMA samples and of laboratory-generated ammonium sulfate particles. S/C median values are (a) freshly-emitted soot from traffic=0.007, (b) La Merced (downtown)=0.010, (c) CENICA (ambient)=0.020, and (d) ammonium sulfate=0.045.
**Fig. 4.** SEM images of partially-processed soot particles sampled near the downtown La Merced site expected to contain a mix of fresh particulate emissions from passing vehicles as well as more-aged particles.
Fig. 5. SEM images of ambient particles collected at CENICA. Soot aggregates are heavily internally mixed with ammonium sulfate and other inorganic compounds.
Fig. 6. SEM/EDX analysis showing the relative amount of the element indicated in a single processed soot particle collected at CENICA. The particle has become internally mixed with S, Si, and K during its residence time in the urban atmosphere. Cu is an artifact of the substrate grid.
Fig. 7. TOF-SIMS analysis of a processed particle sample collected at CENICA. The single ion and composite images show the presence of the ion as bright signal against the dark background. Borders have been drawn to emphasize overlapping areas. S\(^{-}\) and NH\(_4\)\(^{+}\) ions indicate ammonium sulfate, Si\(^{+}\) and Al\(^{+}\) suggest soil, and K\(^{+}\) and Na\(^{+}\) may originate either from biomass burning or crustal salts. Each image is 50 \(\mu \text{m} \times 50 \mu \text{m}\).
Fig. 8. TEM images of mixed soot/sulfate particles collected at CENICA. In both images, soot chains, (a) are internally-mixed with sulfate, (b) which is damaged by the electron beam leaving behind sulfur residue. Image (i) suggests coagulation whereas (ii) may indicate condensation of sulfate.
Fig. 9. Particle composition as a function of time as measured by CCSEM/EDX for particles collected on 22 April at CENICA. S/C, O/C and N/C track one another throughout the day as evidence for ammonium sulfate.